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GLU.Ware Overview and Use Case Examples 

This paper provides an executive overview of  GLU Global’s ‘leapfrog’ technology platform, GLU.Ware™. 
Furthermore, a number of use cases are provided - built around a GLU.Ware based architecture, these use 
cases provide a practical sense of both GLU.Ware’s flexibility across industries and its applicability to different 
solution requirements within a specific industry (mainly Financial Services to date).   
 
GLU.Ware combines the agility, extensibility and ruggedness needed to integrate business-critical data 
systems across the massive and fragmented Emerging Market landscape, where incumbent providers are ill 
equipped and prohibitively priced.   
 
GLU.Ware is an Integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS) that …  
• Speaks any Language   à  It is protocol agnostic 
• Is configured by Analysts à  No software development, 100% Configuration over Code 
• Is Singularly Versatile   à  Flexible across industries 
 
It provides the ability for an Analyst to rapidly configure integrations via a GUI.  There is no need for expensive 
and scarce development skills! The outcome of the configuration work is a compiled component called the 
GLU.Engine™. It is deployed by the Client within their ecosystem i.e. within their operational and security 
control boundary. This establishes the integrated ecosystem including all connections, transactions and 
orchestrations, previously achieved through tedious, expensive software development.  Clients can expose 
Open APIs to the market behind which a multitude of Internal and external 3rd Party systems can be 
integrated. Alternatively, Clients have the ability to create Bespoke APIs to uniquely match the existing APIs 
of specific Initiating Systems. In this model the need for any changes to those upstream system APIs is 
eliminated and time to market is accelerated. 

 

 
 

The GLU.Engine performs the required Protocol Translation between Initiating Systems and Receiving 
Systems.  Parameter Validation on all inbound messages can be applied so as to filter out spurious messages 
thus protecting the downstream ecosystem. A rules engine enables the GLU.Engine to perform transaction 
flow Orchestration by running in-flight rules to route messages based on their respective parameters. 
Enrichment of message parameter sets is achieved by adding static parameters within the GLU.Engine or 
from data received from any step in the flow.  
 
GLU.Ware has been tested extensively for security, performance and usability.  
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Financial Services 

Use Case 1: Digital Bank 

Business Requirement 
A new Digital Bank in Nigeria (under the pseudonym ‘DBN’) was seeking to establish itself as a leading Digital Bank 
in Nigeria, leveraging its significant expertise in digital banking in other markets to expand its market share beyond 
the scope of its traditional lines of business and capture currently under-served market segments.  
In pursuit of this objective, the business contracted partnerships with businesses that allowed DBN to offer 
innovative, cost-effective financial service solutions to the Nigerian market. Aware that to achieve their objective, 
DBN needed technology delivery teams and tools that would allow them to meet the business agility, time-to-
market and price point critical success factors.  
DBN agility required a solution that would:  
• radically cut the cost and time of traditional systems integration projects,  
• eliminate the commercial barriers to experimentation that traditional licensed solutions offered, and  
• enable the DBN to become rapidly self-sufficient with low overhead or impact on existing teams/ structures.  

 
GLU.Ware was found to answer these requirements near perfectly.  

The Project 
The DBN was looking to launch in partnership with a retailer a digital loans product for larger purchases such as 
furniture; a digital savings product with a mobile wallet partner; and a digital credit scoring capability to streamline 
the credit scoring process. 

DBN Business Impact  
DNB was able to bring to market new lines of business with speed and at a price point that did not negate the 
business case from the outset. The GLU.Ware commercial model enabled lines of business that did not perform 
within expected timeframes to be terminated. Those that proved successful were retained and the win-win upside 
of successful new lines of business worked for GLU and DBN equally. 
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Financial Services 

Use Case 2: Micro Finance Institution – Digital Field Automation 

Business Requirement 
 
A Global MFI Bank (MFI) has decided to leverage the opportunities provided through digital technologies and ways of 
working to fundamentally transform the way they execute their mandate, to expand financial inclusion.  Specifically 
they are looking to expand the financial services offered to their clients, digitize their core business to better serve 
their customers and take advantage of new ways of managing the key business levers ensuring growth now and into 
the future.  GLU.Ware is seen as a key enabler in this strategy. 
 
So far GLU.Ware has been deployed in 4x African countries/ Subsidiaries of this 20-country MFI.  A variety of use cases 
have been executed to date, including the deployment of their Digital Field Automation (DFA) strategy.   
 
DFA enablement requires various business systems to be integrated to render the various services, including savings, 
loans, international remittance, on the digital channels for their field agents.  These business systems vary from one 
Subsidiary to the next based on regulations and the availability of certain services in each country. GLU.Ware is fast-
tracking the implementation of these integrations and its ongoing evolution. The context diagram below illustrates 
the basis of the DFA architecture by way of an example. 
 

 
 
In one of the countries, for instance, the MFI used GLU.Ware to implement the integration between their Agent 
Channel, the Core Banking System, the Anti-Money Laundering system and the Bill Payments system.  Due to the speed 
of integration using the GLU.Ware solution, the DFA solution for Savings and Loans was ready for testing                        
within 3 weeks. 
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Retail 

Use Case 3: Financial Services / MNO aggregation 

Business Requirement 
As a first phase in a program of use case deployments, our Client uses GLU.Ware to establish the integration and 
orchestration between its token system and 5 Mobile Networks (Vodacom, MTN, Telkom, CellC, Virgin) for Airtime 
token purchases.  Additionally, all transactions Request / Response payloads are recorded in an SQL Database for audit 
and reconciliation purposes.  Using GLU.Ware in this way provides our Client with an alternative to the current 
transaction switching system that is in place, ensuring a future-proof technology solution, a scalable architecture and 
full self-sufficiency (our Client’s analysts have configured the integrations with 3 of the 5 MNOs themselves). 

Solutions Overview 
The same generic Token redemption Use Case (Airtime with PIN) applies for all MNOs, although MNO specific message 
payloads vary and likewise DB record entries vary. The generic Use Case flow is triggered by receipt at the GLU API of 
a token redemption Request. Based on the MNO identifier, GLU routes the call to the applicable MNO Airtime system. 
The response received is pushed to the GLU Message Queue for asynchronous recording of the transactions and 
additionally records are inserted into the SQL Database. GLU concludes the transaction with a Response to the 
aggregation system. 
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Logistics 

Use Case 4: Process Automation 

Business Requirement 
The Client’s core business system is built using Delphi and has a MySQL Database but no ‘open’ APIs. The Client 
required their core system to be integrated to a system used to audit trucks and trailers upon return to their depots. 
These audits capture information about physical assets that are on the trucks / trailers such as fire extinguishers and 
tools. That audit record is captured using a smart app which in turn submits all its data to a Server. The Client required 
the audit system to interact bi-directionally with their core business system.  

Solution Overview 
The diagram below provides high-level context of the role GLU.Ware played in the fulfilment of the initial Audit-Core 
Business system Integration as well as envisaged future end-point integrations.  The key ‘use case’ for GLU.Ware in 
this instance was its ability to be a ‘Legacy Wrapper’ for the Client’s quite dated business system, enabling seamless 
and scalable communication with new generation solutions such as IoT devices.  
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Public Sector 

Use Case 5: Digital Identity & Cross-vertical Information sharing 

Business Requirement 
Our Client in the Public Sector had an architecture which presented functional and operational challenges, impeding 
their ability to integrate across existing horizontal systems.  Challenges included the inability to uniquely identify a 
Citizen based on previous data captured, incorrect data capturing due to lack of checks and balances, large amounts 
of duplicated information, and so forth.  This led to the Client’s inability to service its end users (disadvantaged RSA 
citizens) appropriately. 

Solutions Overview 
A GLU.Ware based architecture allowed the Client to have: 

• A unique citizen record across verticals and all Government services,  
• Seamless integration between sources of information and systems to ultimately provide a ‘Single view of the 

Citizen’, and 
• Powerful reporting and service delivery information to enable the Client to target services more accurately 

resulting in better, cheaper and faster service delivery. 
 
GLU.Ware facilitates the integration between the Biometric solution (Field Agents), Client back office applications, BI 
systems, Enterprise platforms and the Core Client Database.  Furthermore, GLU.Ware exposes an Open API enabling 
3rd parties to integrate with the Client’s database and exposed services. 
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Telecoms 

Use Case 6: Mobile ‘Free Data’ Solution 

Business Requirement 
Our client, a provider of technology allowing their customers to sponsor users’ mobile data to access their mobile 
content, sought a solution architecture to enable them to integrate with Payment Gateways and Direct Carrier Billers 
(‘PSPs’) in the shortest possible time and at the lowest possible cost.  The initial phase was to integrate with two PSPs 
but leaving the Client with a scalable and configurable integration layer allowing for PSPs to be deployed and 
decommissioned as business needs require, without the need for major integration project investment. The User 
Interface of the Client’s hosted Apps initiates all payment transactions to a Payment API.  
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Telecoms 

Use Case 7: Mobile Provider Marketplace 

Business Requirement 
This use case is based on an MNO Client Marketplace where GLU.Ware tailors APIs for the specific services and 
receiving system APIs so as to eliminate any bespoke code and the associated overhead of implementing (time, 
cost) and maintaining them.  In this case, the GLU.Engines also do orchestrations so that a mobility app event (e.g. 
Leave application) could first trigger a call to an HR system to see if there is sufficient leave balance available and 
depending on the result, it can then trigger an HR system record update and a Finance/Payroll system update on 
the downstream side. 

 
 
 
 
 

 


